Goodwin Park News
Autumn 2016

Club Details
The newsletter of Plymouth Miniature Steam. Published quarterly (normally
March, June, September & December) and issued free to members. Cut-off date
for submissions is 24th of the preceding month (i.e. Feb, May, Aug & Nov).
We operate a ground level track of approximately half a mile in length at
our site at Pendeen Crescent, Southway, Plymouth, with facilities for 3½, 5
and 7¼ inch gauges.
Public running occurs on the first and third Sundays of each month, from April
until the end of October.
For further details and membership information, please contact Ian Jefferson
(01752-788862) or Malcolm Preen (01752-778083).
Current Membership Rates - Adult £20.00, Junior £8.00.
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’ (was Estover
Community College), Plymouth, £25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session.
Editor: Dave Biss, Sunnyside, The Crescent, Crapstone, YELVERTON,
Devon, PL20 7PS.
Tel: 01822 854433.
Email - pms.editor@hotmail.co.uk
Web - www.plymouthminiaturesteam.co.uk
We also operate an email message service within the membership; if you wish to
join, please send an email to jbmon@btinternet.com
Please note that contributions reflect the views of the writer and are not
necessarily endorsed by the Company.
Trading Post - Members advertisements for models and other related items are
published free.
Non-members £1 per entry. Trade, by arrangement. All items for inclusion to be
sent to the Editor.
Plymouth Miniature Steam, a Company limited by guarantee, registered in
England No. 3360128
Your Committee for 2016:
Ian Jefferson – Chairman; Nick Hill – Vice Chairman
Ursula Brown – Secretary; John Briggs – Treasurer; Selwyn Brown –Track Marshal
Bob Masters; Alan Smith; Chris Nash; Charlie Palin Jnr; Sue Jefferson – Membership Sec

Aidan Hall – Insurance; Peter Kempe - Tool loan
Ian Jefferson & Rob Hitchcock – Boiler Testing
Front cover: The ‘Man Engine’ revealed in Tavistock (Photo: John Briggs)
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Editorial
As I am sure you all know, we recently lost Bernard Webb who died
suddenly. For about 20 years he did a major part of the work running my
portable track at local Village Fayres etc. Bernard also did a lot of work for
the club, including many years as Company Secretary, and will obviously
be missed by many of us.
Happy Steaming!
Dave
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From the Chair
Once again I find it is time to write another missive for our magazine. And
just as I was thinking about what I had to cover, the news of Bernard’s
death arrived. As a member of long standing he was known by many and
will be missed. Perhaps this serves as a reminder to us all that the
unexpected does happen!
So what of the last 3 months? At first sight, not a lot, but in reality a number
of small changes have taken place and one that definitely falls into the large
category. In the store, a few changes have been made and beneficially, the
steel plate floor is now in place in the loco storage area, allowing stock
movement without risks to the wheels from the concrete floor. But the big
job was outside! Sudden hot weather at the end of May resulted in the
failure of the track bed on the platform approach. The decision was taken
to deal with this immediately, with the closure and lifting of this section of
track. Over the following weekends, the old base was dug out (by hand),
new reinforced concrete laid and the track re-laid and re-grouted. Thus we
have a stretch of approximately 18 metres of ‘new’ track on the approach
to the station. Fortunately, we were able to work around this closure on the
affected Sundays with minimal impact. My thanks have to go to the
exceedingly small band who did this work and it has proved that ready
mixed concrete is the way forward with these repairs and renewals, as long
as we can get it to site.
As the site has become busier on public running Sundays, we have seen one
or two problems with people being unsure of where to park, or where to
where to get tickets. Consequently, there has been an increase in the
number of (removable) signs to help direct visitors. These have been very
professionally made and certainly look the part, they also seem to be
working. Thanks Bob! Away from Goodwin Park, we have been out to a few
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events with a portable track, unfortunately there is the difficulty of
resourcing with locomotives, stock and staff; so a couple of these have
fallen rather flat due to one shortage or another. However, from a special
request we also went to “Hannah’s”, possibly better known as ‘Dame
Hannah Rogers’, at the end of July in connection with their ‘Harry Potter’
event. Thankfully this went quite well from our perspective, however, the
overall event was relatively slow, but we still enjoyed the day. (See p15 for
more info – Ed)
Now, in the depths of the holiday season some of our regulars take a break,
we are challenged to stay on top of the number of visitors that turn up on
public Sundays, but we do what we can with those who can spare the time.
Looking to the rest of the year, apart from the scheduled public Sundays
and the members’ days, the next date of note is our exhibition on
September 18th. Remembering that we had a relatively low number of
exhibits last year, I wonder what you have all been up to in the past months,
it would certainly be good to find out by seeing it there and never forget
that you may get an award! All too soon after that comes the end of the
running season and our members’ evening. As already announced this will
be a film show, covering the Southern Railway route between Exeter and
Plymouth, I understand that this footage is not of the best quality, but will
I am sure still be interesting.
The end of October also marks the start of our ‘winter work’ period. Whilst
you may have taken note of the planned schedule in the last issue, that is
essentially the piece of work that was completed over recent weeks.
However, we do not get away that lightly! I know that the track marshal’s
eyes are now firmly set on the other side of the station, with a 60 metre
section in his sights. The schedule and plan will be largely as before, but at
3 times the length, that means 3 times the materials and effort. So here
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From the Chair
starts the usual pleas that occur at this time of year. Your help will be
needed between November and March (OK, you can have a break for
Christmas) to help with this work. But of course that is not all, there will be
other work on the schedule, so just because it is wet, does not mean that
nothing can be done. Another perpetual plea, is for committee members;
we do need some ‘new blood’, so if you are able to spare the time and want
to help to shape the club, this could be for you.
Well, that will have hit your back, now alas for your back pocket! We have
to remain mindful of finances and we are aware that a number of costs have
been rising and will doubtless rise further in the future. As a consequence,
we will from 2017, raise the price of rides from 60p to 75p; this will mean
that these will have risen 50% in the last 5 years. During this same period,
the membership fees have remained the same, at £20 (£8 for juniors), so it
is felt appropriate that these are also reviewed. As a consequence, you will
find the notice of the EGM included with this magazine. The
recommendation from the committee is that the membership fees rise to
£25 (£10 for Juniors), the justification for this is that in order to cover; Rent,
Insurance and Magazine alone we need over £2,500 per year. So, to cover
all the essentials the membership fee should lie somewhere between £25
and £30, based upon a stable adult membership of 100. This figure is
therefore being subsidised by the public rides income; it is also paying for
all the utilities, consumables and maintenance. We acknowledge that this
recommendation represents a 25% increase, but the final decision lies with
the membership present at the EGM. However, we have to remember that
failure for us to be able to cover the basic club expenses could lead us into
difficulties.
Earlier this year, I did say that I would try to organise a visit to the Energy
from Waste plant at Devonport, unfortunately I am not getting any real
success, so it is possible that this will fail to materialise, but I will keep
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From the Chair/Energy from Waste
trying. Meanwhile there is plenty for me to do, some for myself and some
for the club, so I will just sign off, wish you all well and hope to see you
soon.
Finally a list of future dates:
September 18thExhibition
October 25th Members’ evening – Plymouth to Exeter the Southern way
(Plus EGM)
September 8th – October 6th Torbridge
November 3rd – December 1st Torbridge
And until the end of October 1st and 3rd Sunday – Public running
2nd Sunday – Members’ day.
Ian.
Stop Press: Due to a conflict with the Torbridge school schedule there will not
be an evening for us on Sept 22nd. This will be replaced by October 13th which
will be the last for half term. Then returning November 3rd. Colin

Proposed Technical Visit
Ian Jefferson
After several months of trying, I have finally managed to make contact
with visit organiser at the Devonport Waste Processing Facility. So it
looks as if the prospective tour is 'back on'. I already have the names and
preferences of those who have contacted me to join such a visit, but this is
an opportunity for any other (especially newer) members to see what
happens to your rubbish once it leaves your bin. If you would like to join
such a visit (approximately 3 hours) please send me an email as soon as
possible, with your preferred day/time and I will see what I can arrange.
Family and friends would be most welcome.
Ian Jefferson (ijefferson@hotmail.com)
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Traverser troubles
Selwyn Brown
It was all to do with ”thrust” according to Ginger in the Aardman
Animations’ first feature-length production of the film Chicken Run.
However Ginger was desperately trying to fly whilst we are desperately
trying to get on to the running tracks with our beloved steam locomotives
using the traverser at the service bays. So the thrust Ginger required we
are trying to eliminate as our lateral side thrust is causing the traverser to
foul the individual tracks as it is pushed past each road. For you see the
traverse is on a slight incline, so the heavier the locomotive the more the
traverser rides to one side causing the misalignment!
So having now established the failure, next, what to do about it? Having
studied the design, the wheels run on axels which carry the traverser
frame, the wheels being guided in place by running on inverted “V” rails,
the wheels themselves
having a corresponding
“groove” around the
peripheral to guide
them along. The wheels
are held in place on the
axel using a split pin
which has become the
bearer of the thrust and
hence the problem.
So now the planning
stage.
All the parts are laid out
and studied over an
obligatory cup of tea.
The problem is that the
wheels only bear the
traverser weight, so
some sort of thrust
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bearing is required. A collar is placed over each of the axel shafts and held
in place using a bolt. Now for the magic part, a production thrust bearing is
purchased and placed adjacent to the collar to take up the lateral thrust.
Now the traverser is held in place regardless of the loading and now aligns
with each of the
service bays and
has extended the
life
of
our
equipment.
All we now ask is
that the bearing
are occasionally
maintained
using a little
lubricant.
So what of the
future? Well, this
small project has
only extended
the life of the
equipment we have in place today. Next time you push your locomotive out
of the bays on the traverser, thoughts must now be made in a future design
that meets all our requirements, maybe something that also allows the
passenger rolling stock to be brought straight out onto the rails, and what
about a raised portion of rail to allow loading/ unloading into cars, vans
and trailers?
Over to you…………………….
Selwyn Brown
Track Marshall
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Drawing Library

Drawings
Ian Jefferson
As I was given a few drawings recently by one of our members, I realised
that it was probably worthwhile reminding you all that we do hold a
number of drawings for a variety of subjects. These can be borrowed for a
reasonable period if you have a requirement, as long as they are returned
in a ‘like’ condition. We also have a number of items/sets as PDF files
which can be supplied if required.
Those currently available are summarised below:
Physical Drawings
Borderer
Boxhill
Duchess

0.5” bore twin cylinder
reversing steam engine
5” Terrier – Evans
5” - Clarkson

Elidir

7.25” Quarry Hunslet

King

5” - origin uncertain
dated 1975
3.5” GN Atlantic - LBSC

Maisie
Ransomes 6nhp
Portable
Seagull
William

10cc twin cylinder
petrol engine
3.5” 2-6-2
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Complete set of ME
articles
Copy of Build Manual
Sheets 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8
(rolled)
Complete set of drawings
– rolled unused.
14 sheets, no GA. Sheets
10-13 missing.
Drawings – 7 sheets
Build Manual
Complete set of ME
articles
Complete set of ME
articles bound into
booklet
Complete set of ME
articles
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Drawing Library/Books
PDF files.
Jubilee
Metric Minnie

3.5” 2-6-4
Minnie Traction engine

Pamela
Pansy

3.5” 4-6-2
5” GWR Pannier

Rob Roy
Simplex
Super Claud
Tich
Twin Sisters
Virginia

3.5” 0-6-0
5” 0-6-0
5” 4-4-0
3.5” 0-4-0
5” 0-6-0
3.5” 4-4-0

With dimensions in
metric principally metric
threads
Doug Hewson’s modified
version
Copy of ME Articles

If you would like to borrow any of these please contact me, or if you have
any drawings that you would be prepared to donate to the library they
would be most appreciated.

BOOKS!

BOOKS!

BOOKS!

Ian Jefferson
We have been given a large number of railway related books from
Bernard’s Library. Far too many to list and far too many to bring to any
meeting. They will be placed in the clubhouse on the sales shelves and
priced according to size and general condition. They are principally
related to LMS and Scottish areas and unfortunately all have a degree of
storage ‘dirt’. So if you are interested, please come and have a look, but do
not forget to come back, because there are soooooo many, they may not
all go on the shelf at the same time! . . . Come and get a bargain!
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Plymouth Classics Boat Rally 2016
Alan Davis
An interesting mixed fleet of 75 classic boats gathered at Sutton Harbour
Plymouth for the 29th Plymouth Classics weekend event.
This year, for
the first time,
the organisers
invited classic
motor
boats
and ex RNLI
lifeboats which
led to the
invitation
being extended
to
include
steam
boats
through David
Biss our SBA
area organiser .
. . Nigel Cooper
with Halcyon
and Alan Davis
with Quetzal, living locally, accepted the invitation and both boats were
taken Sutton Harbour on Friday 29th July. The harbour-side was found to
be buzzing with the basin packed with a fine collection of vessels ranging
from 15ft to 89ft. A welcome meeting with hot buffet at Royal Plymouth
Corinthian YC completed Friday’s programme.
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On Saturday morning the replica of Magellan’s 15th century ship Nao
Victoria from Spain was creating a lot of interest, as was the ex-Pete Goss
replica 37ft 1854 Mounts Bay Lugger “Spirit of Mystery “which had made
a voyage to Australia in 2008 to commemorate a voyage undertaken by
seven Cornish migrants .
In spite of this fine selection of craft to admire, Halcyon and Quetzal created
an unexpected amount of interest. Between 10am and 5pm on the Saturday
Nigel and Alan were kept busy talking to the visitors who were interested
to know something about steam-boating.
The Lord Mayor of Plymouth and
her Consort, complete with gold
chain and attendant, spent a long
time talking with Nigel’s son
Richard who happened to be on
watch when the official party
arrived.
At midday after a
sounding of horns, whistles and
anything that made a noise by the
whole fleet, both steamboats
pottered around the inner
harbour where crowds lined the
waterside to take photographs
while various live music groups
played on the pontoons.
Sunday morning saw the mixed fleet jostling for position to lock out of the
inner basin ready for the Parade of Sail followed by a race in Plymouth
Sound for those inclined. Quetzal steamed the 15 miles back up the River
Tamar to her berth at Calstock while the race was taking place, after which
her crew drove back to the Corinthian YC who once again hosted the rally
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crews for the prize giving ceremony. Halcyon took the overall award for
the concours d’elegance, a huge silver cup (something else for Nigel to
polish). As some of you know Quetzal’s safety valve causes quite a stir when
it blasts off, Alan was awarded a tongue-in-cheek award for best boiler
performance!
All in all a very enjoyable weekend. The organisers were thrilled with the
interest our steamboats prompted which added variety to an already well
established traditional festival. SBA Members are invited to attend again
next year.
Hopefully we can encourage more boats to attend next year’s 30th
anniversary Rally on July 28th, 29th & 30th July 2017.
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Harry Potter & the Two Portable Tracks

Seale-Hayne College
John Briggs
Seale-Hayne College was an agricultural college in Devon, England, which
operated from 1919 to 2005. It was the only agricultural college in the
United Kingdom whose buildings were purpose designed and built. It was
located 3 miles from Newton Abbot.
The college was established in accordance with the will of Charles SealeHayne (1833-1903), a Liberal politician who was a Devon land-owner. The
college was built between 1912 and 1914, but its opening was delayed by
the start of the First World War. During the war it served as a training
centre for Land Girls, and in 1918 and 1919 it operated as a military
neurasthenic hospital for the treatment of soldiers suffering from shell
shock.
The first students arrived in 1920. During the Second World War the
college was used for the training of the Women's Land Army. After the war
the college was significantly expanded, and by 1986 there were over 1,000
students. In 1989 the college merged with Plymouth Polytechnic
(Plymouth University
from 1992). In 2005
the university closed
the college and staff
and students were
transferred
to
Plymouth.
Today the SealeHayne site is used by
Dame Hannah Rogers
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Harry Potter/Tuesday Gang
Trust, which provides education, therapy, care and respite for children and
young people with profound physical disabilities as well as a centre to hold
events to raise funds for the Dame Hannah Rogers School in Ivybridge. The
college accommodation can also be used by families for holidays with their
disabled child which must be a much valued resource. PMS are pleased to
have been invited to support the charity.
There was also an “open book” wishing J K Rowling a Happy Birthday - this
is not actually a book but a cake, baked and decorated by the PMS Company
Secretary, Ursula, for the occasion.
Ed – This photo was taken at
Loddiswell Show, the following
week but the blue loco body was
made by Bob Sims especially for
Seale Hayne.

Tuesday Gang
John Briggs
Some of the Tuesday gang
bidding farewell to Mick Prin
(centre) who is moving to the
Portsmouth area. We are sorry
to see him leave but hope to
catch up with Mick sometime as
he will be looking for another
club in the Portsmouth area.
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Meanwhile, at Goodwin Park . . .
John Briggs
Three generations at the railway in July, starting them young!

Bob Masters driving his loco for the first time in 6 years & the Canteen Crew
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Goodwin Park
The barbecue in July

A public running day
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Letters to the editor
Fri 15/07, 21:02

Hi Dave
Thought you might like this photo of Bob Masters on the
footplate of Lilian at the Launceston Steam Railway
last Wednesday, watched by his friend Linda and her
dog.

Mike & Anne Malleson
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Club Diary Dates 2016
4/9/16
8/9/16
11/9/16
18/9/16
22/9/16
2/10/16
9/10/16
13/10/16
16/10/16
25/10/16
3/11/16
13/11/16
24/11/16
1/12/16
11/12/16
1/1/17

Public Running Sunday
Torbridge 1st half of Autumn term start
Committee meeting and members’ Sunday
Public Running Sunday and Exhibition
Torbridge eve class cancelled *Note*
Public Running Sunday
Committee meeting and members’ Sunday
Torbridge 1st half of Autumn term end *Note new date*
Public Running Sunday
EGM / Members’ Evening
Torbridge 2nd half of Autumn term start
Committee meeting
Winter Magazine press date
Torbridge 2nd half of Autumn term end
Committee meeting
Members’ day (‘Frostbite Special’! – Ed)

The "Tuesday Gang"
Meet weekly at the track from 10:15 to 12:15. The jobs tackled include mowing,
DIY on the building, maintenance of locos and rolling stock, painting bridges etc.
PMS Club Meetings
Church of the Holy Spirit, Flamborough Road, Southway,
Plymouth (near Shopping Centre).
25th October 2016: Extraordinary General Meeting & Film show “Plymouth
to Exeter the Southern Way” (approx. 1 hr of local steam in the 1950’s) by
Ted Lawrence - 7:30pm start
Workshop Evenings
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’, Plymouth.
£25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session. Thursday eves (6:30-8:30pm) during
term time. For dates see above
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